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Blockchain’s Brilliant Approach
to Cybersecurity
Hackers can shut down entire networks, tamper with
data, lure unwary users into cybertraps, steal and spoof
identities, and carry out other devious attacks by
leveraging centralized repositories and single points of
failure.
The blockchain’s alternative approach to storing and
sharing information provides a way out of this security
mess. The same technology that has enabled secure
transactions with cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and
Ethereum could now serve as a tool to prevent
cyberattacks and security incidents.
Blockchains can increase security on three fronts:
blocking identity theft, preventing data tampering, and
stopping Denial of Service attacks.
1. Protecting identities
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a popular form of
public key cryptography that secures emails,
messaging apps, websites, and other forms of
communication. However because most
implementations of PKI rely on centralized, trusted

third party Certificate Authorities (CA) to issue, revoke,
and store key pairs for every participant, hackers can
compromise them to spoof user identities and crack
encrypted communications.
For instance, controversy recently broke over the key
renegotiation process of WhatsApp, which could
possibly be exploited to push false keys and perform
man-in-the-middle attacks on one of the most popular
and secure messaging apps in the world. Publishing
keys on a blockchain instead would eliminate the risk
of false key propagation and enable applications to
verify the identity of the people you are
communicating with.
CertCoin is one of the first implementations of
blockchain-based PKI. The project, developed at MIT,
removes central authorities altogether and uses the
blockchain as a distributed ledger of domains and their
associated public keys. CertCoin provides a public and
auditable PKI that also doesn’t have a single point of
failure.
More recently, tech research company Pomcor
published a blueprint for a blockchain-based PKI that
doesn’t remove central authorities but uses
blockchains to store hashes of issued and revoked
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certificates. This approach gives users a means to verify
the authenticity of certificates with a decentralized and
transparent source. It also has the side benefit of
optimizing network access by performing key and
signature verification on local copies of the blockchain.
Another interesting study of identification based on
distributed ledgers is the IOTA, a project that applies
Tangle (a blockless type of distributed ledger that is
lightweight and scalable) to provide the backbone for
millions of IoT devices to interact and identify each
other in a peer-to-peer manner and without the need
for a third-party authority.
“By referencing hashes that match identity attributes of
an individual tied to the ledger one can start to
reconstruct the entire identity management system.
The fact that you can tie these attributes of person to a
tamper-proof hash makes it impossible for someone to
forge your identity,” says IOTA cofounder David
Sønstebø.
2. Protecting data integrity
We sign documents and files with private keys so that
recipients and users can verify the source of the data
they’re handling. And then we go to great lengths to
prove that those keys haven’t been tampered with,
which is difficult when the key is meant to be secret in
the first place.
The blockchain alternative to document signing
replaces secrets with transparency, distributing
evidence across many blockchain nodes and making it
practically impossible to manipulate data without
being caught. How do you prove that the San Antonio
Spurs were the champions of the 2014 NBA Playoffs?
You don’t need to because it’s general knowledge. The
same applies to data on a blockchain distributed
ledger.
Keyless Signature Structure (KSI), a blockchain project
led by data security startup GuardTime, is one group
that aims to replace key-based data authentication. KSI
stores hashes of original data and files on the
blockchain and verifies other copies by running
hashing algorithms and comparing the results with
what is stored on the blockchain. Any manipulation of
the data will be quickly discovered because the original
hash exists on millions of nodes.
As GuardTime CTO Matthew Johnson told me, the
blockchain approach to data authentication offers
“mathematical certainty over the provenance and
integrity” of information. The U.S. Department of

Defense’s DARPA agency is considering KSI as a
potential fit to protect sensitive military data.
And on the health care front, blockchain
company Gem is using blockchain to provide data
transparency, change-auditing, and fine-grained access
control of health records. This is especially important
as healthcare providers handle reams of sensitive data
and have been victims of huge data breaches. “Data
controlling critical business processes, patient health,
and clinical trials are all attack surfaces in healthcare
industry,” said Gem VP of Engineering Siva Kannan.
“Blockchain technology would help in verifying the
integrity of patient data shared across different
organizations, create immutable audit trails for data
governing health care business processes, and
maintain the integrity of data collected in clinical
health trials.”
3. Protecting critical infrastructure
A massive October DDoS attack taught us all a painful
lesson about how easy it has become for hackers to
target critical services. By bringing down the single
service that provided Domain Name Services (DNS) for
major websites, the attackers were able to cut off
access to Twitter, Netflix, PayPal, and other services for
several hours, yet another manifestation of the failure
of centralized infrastructures.
A blockchain approach to storing DNS entries could,
according to Coin Center’s Peter Van Valkenburgh,
improve security by removing the single target that
hackers can attack to compromise the entire system.
Nebulis is a project that is exploring the concept of a
distributed DNS system that will never fail under an
excess of requests. Nebulis uses the Ethereum
blockchain and the Interplanetary Filesystem (IPFS), a
distributed alternative to HTTP, to register and resolve
domain names. “The killer weakness of the current
DNS system is its overreliance on caching,” Nebulis
founder Philip Saunders told me. “Caching makes it
possible to stage DDoS attacks against DNS servers
and allows oppressive regimes to censor social
networks and manipulate DNS registries.”
Blockchain will also remove the network fees
associated with DNS reads and will only impose costs
on updates and new entries. “This has great potential
for lifting a great deal of pressure from the physical
backbone of the Internet,” Saunders said. “It also
means we can do away with many of the redundancies
of the traditional DNS and come up with something
much better.
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A transparent, distributed DNS where domain records
are under their owners’ control will also make it
virtually impossible for any single entity, including
governments, to manipulate entries at their whim.
New and unexpected cybersecurity threats will
continue to emerge while old threats linger.
Blockchains won’t be a silver bullet to fix everything

that’s wrong with the Internet, but they will be a
powerful tool experts and engineers can leverage to
harden their systems against the multitude of threats
that surround us, especially where centralized
weaknesses and single points of failure are concerned.
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Six Cybersecurity Predictions
for 2017
2017 will usher in intensified cyber attacks, new
regulations and a shift in how businesses approach
cyber risk management, according to Stroz Friedberg,
an Aon company. It predict top threats this
year include nation state cyber espionage, a rise in
data integrity attacks and an increase in attacks
harnessing Internet of Things (IoT) devices. With
cybersecurity firmly entrenched as one of the most
consequential issues impacting international security,
politics, economic stability and transactional crime, an
understanding of existing and emerging cyber risks is
more relevant than ever before.
“In 2016, we witnessed everything from cyberattacks
influencing public opinion to hacked IoT devices and
the introduction of new cybersecurity regulations. This
year we’ll see an intensification of these threats, along
with new challenges and a blurring of lines between
the actions and responsibilities of the state, markets,
businesses and civil society,” said Ed Stroz, CoPresident and Co-Founder of Stroz Friedberg. “The
flood of fake news and nation state-backed attacks in
this past year’s election are just a sign of things to
come, as attackers find new ways to seek faster and
wider access to data and exploit sensitive information.”
Here’s a look at the 6 cybersecurity predictions:

1. Criminals harness IoT devices as botnets to
attack infrastructure
In 2017, Stroz Friedberg predicts there will be an
increase in IoT devices compromised, harnessed as
botnets and used as launching points for malware
propagation, SPAM, DDoS attacks and anonymizing
malicious activities.
2. Nation state cyber espionage and information
war influences global and political policy
Cyber espionage will continue to influence global
politics and will spread to the upcoming elections in
Latin America and Europe. Russia, China, Iran and
North Korea will remain regions of great concern in
2017, as they continue to develop deep pools of
cybercrime talent.
3. Data integrity attacks rise
Data sabotage as the next big threat will become a
reality in 2017. Criminals will seek to sow confusion
and doubt over the accuracy and reliability of
information, impairing decision-making across the
private and public sector.
4. Spear-phishing and social engineering tactics
become craftier, more targeted and more advanced
As organizations continue to leverage evolving
technologies, including the cloud and IoT, and in
parallel shore up perimeter defenses to raise the bar of
network security, criminals will increase their focus on
the human element as an entry point. In 2017,
advanced social engineering tactics will become more
targeted, cunning and more effective, exploiting the
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weakest link – employees – that organizations always
find challenging to safeguard.
5. Regulatory pressures make red teaming the
global gold standard with cybersecurity talent
development recognized as a key challenge
Increased pressure from regulators worldwide will push
in-house red teaming capabilities to accelerate in 2017.
In addition, companies that are not in the cyber
business will face a different challenge – recruiting,
motivating and retaining highly technical cyber talent
to keep their red teams at the forefront of
cybersecurity. This push will likely first occur in financial
hubs such as Hong Kong, Singapore, the EU, and even
the U.S.
6. Industry first-movers embrace pre-M&A
cybersecurity due diligence
The financial services industry and other regulated
sectors will be early-adopters of making cybersecurity
due diligence a critical part of the pre-M&A due
diligence process, learning from high profile
transactions that were derailed last year, following the
exposure of cyber vulnerabilities.

In 2016, Stroz Friedberg’s correctly predicted events
such as cyber threats influencing the U.S. presidential
election and security incidents with IoT devices shifting
dialogue from functionality to security. Industry is not
powerless or relegated to sit by and wait for
government directives to manage risks. Stroz Friedberg
provides recommendations on how organizations can
increase their resilience, shore up operations and boost
defenses in the face of a substantial cyber
threat landscape.
Click on the image cover below to view the Stroz
Friedberg’s 2017 Cybersecurity Predictions Report
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How to Avoid Human Errors in
Cybersecurity
Beginning in 2014, both the SEC and FINRA began to
examine the heightened risk financial services firms
face regarding unauthorized access to the electronic
data that these firms routinely maintain as part of their
businesses. As part of this initiative, the SEC and FINRA
began evaluating the methods used by broker-dealer
and investment advisory firms to protect their
electronic data (cybersecurity), and in April 2014, the
SEC released the SEC Office of Compliance Inspections
and Examinations (OCIE) Risk Alert titled “OCIE
Cybersecurity Initiative.”
This Risk Alert highlights suggested methods of data
protection, as well as providing regulatory caution to
firms that are not taking steps to implement robust
cybersecurity measures. This enhanced regulatory
scrutiny of cybersecurity continues today and remains
a hot topic for regulators.
Cybersecurity Enforcement Action
On Sep. 22, 2015, the SEC announced that “a St. Louisbased investment adviser has agreed to settle charges

that it failed to establish the required cybersecurity
policies and procedures in advance of a breach that
compromised the personally identifiable information of
approximately 100,000 individuals, including thousands
of the firm’s clients.”
The release further stated: “The federal securities laws
require registered investment advisers to adopt written
policies and procedures reasonably designed to
protect customer records and information. An SEC
investigation found that R.T. Jones Capital Equities
Management violated this safeguards rule during a
nearly four year period when it failed to adopt any
written policies and procedures to ensure the security
and confidentiality of PII and protect it from
anticipated threats or unauthorized access.” The SEC’s
order found that R.T. Jones Capital Equities
Management (“the Firm”) violated Rule 30(a) of
Regulation S-P under the Securities Act of 1933.
Without admitting or denying the findings, the Firm
agreed to cease and desist from committing or causing
any future violations of Rule 30(a) of Regulation S-P.
The Firm also agreed to be censured and pay a
$75,000 penalty.
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This enforcement action sets a precedent and firms
should now consider having specific and robust
policies and procedures to address cybersecurity a
must.
Cybersecurity's Human Element
Understanding that the issue of cybersecurity has
greater implications than just regulatory penalty, firms
across the industry began developing policies and
procedures to address their cybersecurity risks. These
policies and procedures have for the most part focused
on the technical aspects of cybersecurity such as
firewalls, penetration testing, and password protection.
One area that has not been uniformly addressed is
what we call the human element of cybersecurity. This
Risk Management Update focuses on user awareness
training, which should be included as a core part of a
firm’s cybersecurity policies and procedures. According
to the 2015 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report,
approximately two-thirds of breaches involved a
compromised user. Robust cybersecurity measures are
vulnerable to human error, such as clicking on a link in
an email and being infected with a computer virus or
using public Wi-Fi to check corporate email.
Starting With a Needs Analysis
Cybersecurity may be foreign to many compliance
professionals, but training is a well established
compliance regimen. The fundamentals of training are
applicable and begin with a needs analysis. Below is a
list of common actions that can lead to big problems:
• Passwords written down within reach of the
computer
• Sharing passwords
• Papers with sensitive information left on desks
• Use of USB drives that are not encrypted
• Unreported loss of a smartphone
• Unsecure emails with sensitive information
• Confirming wire instructions on the phone
without verifying the identity of the client.
Some firms have employees that are cyber-savvy, but
many do not. The needs analysis will help identify
relevant areas for training. Relevance serves two
functions: it addresses specific needs and it helps keep
employees engaged.
The Training Plan
After performing a needs analysis, the next step should
be to develop a written training plan. Training is an
ongoing process and not a one-time event. The
training plan should take a comprehensive view of the
subject matter, training methods and follow up.

The most common training methods are live
presentations, webinars and online self-study. Live
presentations tend to be the most effective; however,
interactive online presentations where employees have
an opportunity to ask questions and interact can also
be effective. Online self-study is expedient, but in some
cases may be less effective since there is no interaction
with a trainer.
Repetition is the mother of all learning. For the training
program to be effective, there must be follow up to
reinforce the training. A good method is to have a preplanned series of training but also take advantage of
contemporaneous training opportunities. For example,
if you read about a cyber-attack that involved one of
your training topics, this is a great opportunity to
discuss the incident and reinforce the training. Also,
consider sending periodic emails with information
surrounding cybersecurity as this helps keep
employees continually informed and cybersecurity at
the forefront of their thinking.
Training that Resonates
Design the program to effectively communicate not
only the nature of cyber threats and the technical
means to stop them, but also the everyday practical
and housekeeping methods employees can utilize to
assist with cybersecurity. Structure the training in a way
that is easily understandable and relevant to
employees. The use of analogies that correlate to their
own lives can be helpful, such as:
• Locking doors and windows (securing
entries/exits is akin to making sure all network
access points are password protected)
• Using deadbolts and secure locks (multiple
locks is analogous to two-factor
authentication)
• The use of alarms, lights, security cameras etc.
(is analogous to intrusion detection
monitoring)
Training in the context of home computers and
personal devices can also be helpful. Employees are
more familiar with their own computers than the IT
infrastructure at your firm. Moreover, when they talk
about their own sensitive information, the training gets
personal and spurs interest. Cybersecurity principles
are the same in the workplace and at home so the
training is topical. Since many employees occasionally
work from home their home computer is a network
access point and needs to be protected. Finally, the
firm should be concerned about the security of
employees and their personal information so helping
them will be appreciated.
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Selected User Awareness Training Topics
Social engineering: Explain the various techniques
hackers use to gain passwords and network access that
do not involve traditional hacking activities. For
example, calling into a firm pretending to be a client
and requesting a password reset.
Mobile device security: Outline effective steps for
protecting PDAs and laptops including the use of
timed password locks. Mobile devices should also have
remote locate and remote wipe capability, when
possible.
Encryption: Provide examples of types of data that
should be encrypted and how to perform encryption.
Often overlooked is encryption of data on removable
storage devices (i.e., flash-drives, CDs etc.), laptops,
home computers and mobile devices.
Email security: Include instruction on how to
recognize nefarious emails that include
viruses, phishing (the activity of defrauding an online
account holder of financial information by posing as a

legitimate company), and spoofing (the creation of
email messages with a forged sender address. It is easy
to do because the core protocols do not have any
mechanism for authentication). Training should also
reinforce the use of secure email when transmitting
sensitive information.
Password security. Discuss the most effective
techniques for creating passwords. For example,
avoiding the use of passwords that personally reflect
the employee such as birth dates and addresses. Using
a mixture of letters, numbers, and characters, and
creating passwords that are at least 10 characters. Also,
prohibit password sharing to the extent possible and
keep such in a secure location.
Conclusion
There is a significant human element to cybersecurity
that should not be ignored and can easily be
addressed through user awareness training. Regulators
have just begun their intense focus on cybersecurity.
As the new year approaches, firms should consider
implementing a training plan that spans 2017 and
beyond.
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Ransomworm: the next level of
cybersecurity nastiness
As if holding your data hostage and seeking cash
payment weren’t harsh enough, security experts foresee
the next stage of ransomware to be even worse.
Scott Millis, CTO at mobile security company Cyber
adAPT, expects ransomware to spin out of control in the
year ahead. That is an astounding statement when you
consider that there were more than 4,000 ransomware
attacks daily in 2016, according to Symantec’s Security
Response group (Download Report).
Corey Nachreiner, CTO at WatchGuard Technologies,
predicts that 2017 will see the first ever ransomworm,
causing ransomware to spread even faster.
Crypto-ransomware is a type of ransomware that encrypts
your files and holds them captive until ransom demands
are met. Since the release of Cryptolocker in late 2013,
Crypto-ransomware has taken off. According to the FBI,
cyber criminals used ransomware to steal over $209
million from U.S. businesses alone, just in the first quarter

of 2016. Furthermore, a recent ransomware report from
Trend Micro shows 172 percent more ransomware in the
first half of 2016 than all of 2015. “In short, bad guys
realize ransomware makes money, and you can expect
them to double down in 2017,” he says.
To make matters worse, Nachreiner expects cybercriminals
will mix ransomware with a network worm. Years ago,
network worms like CodeRed, SQL Slammer, and more
recently, Conficker were pretty common. Hackers
exploited network vulnerabilities and tricks to make
malware automatically spread itself over networks.
“Now, imagine ransomware attached to a network worm.
After infecting one victim, it would tirelessly copy itself to
every computer on your local network it could reach,” he
says. “Whether or not you want to imagine such a
scenario, I guarantee that cyber criminals are already
thinking about it.”
Nir Polak, Co-Founder & CEO of Exabeam, a provider of
user and entity behavior analytics, agrees that
ransomware will move from a one-time issue to a network
infiltration problem like Nachreiner describes.
“Ransomware is already big business for hackers, but
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ransomworms guarantee repeat business. They encrypt
your files until you pay, and worse, they leave behind
presents to make sure their troublesome ways live on,”
says Polak.

sophisticated technology, a knowledgeable IT expert or
even a large bank account to get off the ground. All you
need is a mailing list of potential targets and RaaS does
the rest as a one-stop-shop for hacking resources.

Earlier this year, Microsoft warned of a ransomworm called
ZCryptor that propagated onto removable drives. By
placing a code on every USB drive, employees bring more
than just their presentations to a sales meeting; they’re
carrying a ransomworm — not the greatest impression
you want to give a prospect.

"Given the success these hackers have seen so far – a $1
billion business in 2016 alone – there’s no doubt RaaS will
continue to gain traction. Fortunately, just as the cloud
enables RaaS, it also enables safe cloud backup to protect
against attacks," he said.

Alex Vaystikh, cybersecurity veteran and co-founder/CTO
of advanced threat detection software provider SecBI,
thinks along those same lines. He says ransomware will
become smarter and merge with information-stealing
malware, which will first steal information and then
selectively encrypt, either on-demand or when other goals
have been achieved or found to be unachievable.
Although ransomware is an extremely fast way to get paid
as a fraudster/hacker, if you are also able to first steal
some information before you encrypt the device, you can
essentially hack it twice.
“In this scenario, if the victim says, 'You know what? I have
backup files' and refuses to pay for decryption, the hacker
can threaten to leak it all. We hear of ransomware being
used in sensitive environments like in hospitals, but so far
there hasn’t been significant damage. However, if the
malware had first exfiltrated patient information and then
encrypted it, that could have been extremely damaging,”
Vaystikh says.
Norman Guadagno, chief evangelist at Carbonite,
said Ransomware as a service (RaaS) will continue to gain
foothold. The RaaS business model is an extremely
attractive one given the minimal effort and low cost
needed to launch an attack. This doesn’t require highly-

Lucas Moody, CISO at Palo Alto Networks, says
ransomware isn’t going away. Ever wonder what
economic driver has led to the explosion of bitcoin ATMs
into affluent neighborhoods in the U.S.? His hunch is it is
correlated with the number of ransomware infections
affecting small businesses. Ransomware in 2016 has been
a significant problem, and current trends suggest that this
problem will not slow down in 2017. Business resilience
and recovery capabilities are the best defense to avoid
frequent trips to your local bitcoin ATM, he says.
Vaystikh also forsees the first cloud data center-focused
ransomware. In 2017, ransomware will target databases,
causing significant downtime. There are not currently
many hackers attacking corporate networks with
ransomware; information-stealing malware is the
preferred tool, he says.
“But what we might see in the coming year is ransomware
targeting places where there is less chance of backup files
being available. For example, I think we’ll see that SMBs
who move their files to the cloud generally do not have
backups and do not know how to recover. Specifically
encrypting cloud-based data like this would have a
significant impact on cloud providers and cloud
infrastructures,” he says.
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The two-factor method of authentication is, of course,
employed by a multitude of apps, but is a favorite
among banks and other money services one might use
on mobile — which is being utilized more and more
people across the globe, when conducting individual
banking. “Many banks are using [two-factor] to
authenticate who the user is,” says Don Duncan,
security engineer at behavioral biometrics
company NuData Security; who added that for banks,
stopping these types of data breaches is an integral
part of building a relationship of trust with mobile
users. “The question [for us] becomes, how can we
help the banks allow users to safely bank [on mobile]?”
says Duncan. “The nice thing about behavioral
biometrics is that it can occur without being in the
user’s face.”

We’re a Little Worried About this
Android Banking Malware, and
Here’s Why
It’s a rough year to be an Android fan: a new banking
Trojan has infected over 200,000 Android devices over
the last month, by influencing or pushing users to
enter their online or banking credentials into a screen
overlaid onto the open app.
The Android Trojan is targeting a collection of over 90
banks and other financial services — including JP
Morgan Chase, Credit Karma, Bank of America,
Deutsche Bank, and American Express — in the U.S.
and throughout countries in Europe, including Turkey
and Austria. “Certain [financial] apps leverage SMS to
send fraud alerts,” says Tim Condello, technical account
manager for information security company RedOwl.
“With [the malware’s] ability to intercept calls and texts
it could impede the user’s ability to know that there is
fraud on that account.”
Intercepting SMS and calls is a kind of way to crack
two-factor authentication without technically cracking
it, according to Condello — the malware sits inside
SMS traffic and requires administrator rights to work,
so technically two-factor authentication hasn’t quite
been shoved wide open, just…skirted.

The malware works the way most Trojans work—by
overlaying a branded screen onto the app a user
opens, whereby the user is asked to input their credit
card information or banking credentials. Displaying a
fake login screen over a banking app is definitely a
concern, but the good news is that it’s very easy to see
if your Android device is one of the horde: the Trojan
will also display a screen asking for credentials over
social media apps like Facebook or Twitter, which is a
pretty clear-cut indicator that something is off with
your phone.
Even though this Trojan has infected more than
200,000 individual devices in half a dozen countries,
and has targeted 90+ banks, the other intriguing thing
about this malware is the fact that it actually requires a
very specific set of circumstances to occur before it,
well, works. First, the user can’t have any time of antivirus software on their device, because the malware
will be picked up immediately. Next, the malware has
also been shuffled out of the Google Play store, so
downloading it requires a user to do what’s called
“sideloading”—essentially downloading an app outside
of the Play store.
Moving down through a checklist of factors, at the end
the malware can only work with administrator rights,
granted by the user. As it’s easy to tell if your device is
infected — at least if a credit card information screen is
showing up over Facebook — it’s equally easy to
disarm the Trojan: simply turn off administrator rights
on settings, and then uninstall the Trojan like you
would anything else. So far no version of the malware
appears to have migrated over to Apple products.
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2017 Global Fraud and Cybercrime
Forecast
From mobile threats and malware, to the organizations
on the target lists of e-commerce fraud – a myriad of
threats exist across the cyber landscape and the
commoditization of cybercrime is making it easier and
cheaper to launch attacks on a global scale. If you are
a believer that the best predictor of future events is
based on those of the past, I’d like to share insights
based on real-world fraud data from the past year and
offer ideas on what we can expect from the global
cybercrime landscape in 2017.
Mobile Eats the World
Yes, mobile is literally eating the world. It has become
the dominant channel for instant communication and
the expressway for banking and commerce
worldwide. As organizations use mobile to transform
the way they interact with customers,
cybercriminals have also taken note… as evidenced by
the rise in fraud attempts originating in the mobile
channel. In the past year, RSA has uncovered that 60%
of transactions confirmed as fraud originated from a
mobile device. And, mobile traffic is also growing at
unprecedented rates, with RSA witnessing a nearly 1:1
ratio between mobile and Web transactions.
Predictions for 2017:
•

Mobile transactions will outpace Web
transactions for the first time. Fraud will

•

continue to grow rapidly within the mobile
channel, particularly from mobile applications,
as banks, retailers, and other service providers
offer more services to their customers via
mobile apps.
Biometric authentication will start to take off
for mobile users. Many such initiatives are
happening now, and cybersecurity is not the
main driver. User experience is key to driving
adoption of the mobile channel. Biometrics
are considered the best option, as opposed to
the traditional username/password
combination, which is not ideal as a user
access method for mobile
customers. Fingerprint, voice, and eyeprint,
combined with risk-based transaction
monitoring, will be the predominant
technology combinations for authentication
and fraud management in the mobile channel.

Fraudsters Will Go Shopping On You
As the opportunity for in-person fraud diminishes with
the rollout of EMV, card-not-present (CNP) fraud will
dramatically increase, reaching over $7 billion in the
U.S. by 2020. As fraudsters move from in-store card
present fraud to purchasing goods with stolen cards
from the comfort of their couch, retailers are likely to
feel the effect. Today, online money transfer and bill
pay services account for approximately 1 in 5 ecommerce fraud transactions, followed by the
hospitality and airline, electronics, jewelry and fashion,
entertainment (i.e., event ticketing sites), and gaming
industries.
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Predictions for 2017:
•

The launch of 3D Secure 2.0, led by EMVCo, is
going to change the game for the e-commerce
ecosystem. There has been a flurry of renewed
interest in the wake of the recent
announcement. The new protocol offers many
enhancements to the 1.x password-based,
“challenge all” approach. Merchants and issuers
are at least 12 – 18 months out from any major
technology deployments as they just begin to
formulate their strategies to adopt the 2.0
framework. As a result, there still a massive
window of opportunity for fraudsters to capitalize
on card-not-present e-commerce fraud in 2017.

Don’t Let the Phish Bite
Among the headlines spouting ransomware hostages
and DDoS botnets knocking entire countries offline,
phishing is still a very real threat. From the CEO to the
consumer, phishing is alive and well – and growing like
never before. RSA identified more phishing attacks in
the second quarter of 2016 than in all of 2015
combined; this equates to a new phishing attack
launched every 30 seconds. The cost to organizations
is hardly anything to scoff at either. When factoring in

the average uptime of a phishing attack and the
average cost for every hour an attack is live, phishing is
estimated to cost global organizations an estimated $9
billion in losses in 2016.
Predictions for 2017:
•

•

Phishers will continue to innovate in the
coming year by improving on existing
methods to host their attacks in order to
increase the longevity that an attack is live. It is
also a strong possibility that clever phishing
attacks will emerge targeting cardholder
information as breaches and skimming of POS
terminals and ATM machines will be far less
effective as more terminals are upgraded to
support EMV cards.
This is just a glimpse into the 2017 fraud and
cybercrime forecast. Stay tuned for more on
DDoS attacks, botnets, credential stuffing, and
account takeover when we deliver the full 2017
forecast in our Current State of Cybercrime
series. And now for local sports…

Download the 2017 Global Fraud & Cybercrime
Forecast infographic here.
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